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Latest Issues. PDF from our July 2014 Issue. PDF. Category:Signal processingQ: Get object keys from an array of arrays and
push it into an object I have an array of arrays like so: let name = ["Joe Smith", "Jane Doe", "Matt Smith"] I need to get all the
unique key names (names that aren't in a duplicate/repeating array) and push it to an object. // Object expected { name: ["Joe
Smith", "Jane Doe", "Matt Smith"] } This is my attempt: let result = []; let obj = {}; for (let key of Object.keys(name)) { if

(!result.includes(key)) { result.push(key); obj[key] = []; } obj[key].push(name[key]); } I get the desired output but what I don't
get is the correct way to do it. A: Basically, you're mapping the names into a Set. If the name doesn't exist in the Set, you're
adding it to the Set. If the name exists in the Set, you're removing it. let name = ["Joe Smith", "Jane Doe", "Matt Smith"] let

obj = {}; Object.keys(name).forEach(name => { let i = name.indexOf(name); if (i!== -1) { name.splice(i, 1); } obj[name] = [];
}) console.log(obj) We can further optimize this by starting with the empty object, and populating it from the set. The key to
this is using Array.map(). This is extremely fast, and will return a copy of the array that can be used as a set. let name = ["Joe

Smith", "Jane Doe", "Matt Smith"] let obj = {}; Array.from(Object.keys(name).map(key => name.indexOf(key)!==
-1)).forEach(name => { let i = name.indexOf(name); name.
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